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CLASSWORK SUBMISSION

Step 1: Sign up a student Scratch account by the given URL. Create the Scratch username as
slsxxxxx (where xxxxx is the student ID). Write down your Scratch username below:

Scratch username: ________________________
If you forgot your password, you may ask your teacher to reset the password.

Step 2: Sign out and then sign in again.
Note: You need to click share button and add the shared project into the corresponding
Studio.

Upload and Share your file to submit
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson01-1
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LESSON 1

CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch01)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson01-1

[5 marks]
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Challenges (Level 2)



Change the backdrop.



Change the cat to a dog.



Add a hat onto the dog.



The dog is walking.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch01)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson01-2

[4 marks]
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LESSON 2

Warm up exercise

For our first game, a cat sprite will move around the screen gobbling up apples. The player
controls the cat by pointing to a place on the screen using the mouse. The cat then moves
toward it. If the cat touches one of the apples, the apple disappears – as if it’s been eaten up!

Step 1:
Start a new scratch file, rename the sprite to “Cat”.

Step 2:
Drag the following code blocks to the Scripts Area. The When green flag clicked block is in the
Events group, the Forever block is in the Control group, and you’ll find the other blocks in the
Motion group.
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Click the green flag at the top right of the Stage to test your code so far. Move the mouse
around and watch the cat move toward it. If it doesn’t work, check your code to make sure it
matches the blocks above.

Step 3:
Make an apple for the cat to eat by clicking the Choose sprite from library button in the Sprites
Pane. Click the Apple sprite, then click OK.
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Step 4:
Now drag the following code blocks to the Scripts Area. This code will control what the apple
does – not the cat! You will find the Show and Hide blocks in the Looks group. You need to
drop the Touching? Code block from the Sensing group into the hole in the If block – it will
slot into place.

Step 5:
Click the green flag to test your code so far. Make the cat move toward the apple. Watch the
apple disappear when the cat touches it.
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CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

In this game, the player has to sail their pirate ship around an island to reach the treasure. The
game ends if the boat hits the island or finds the treasure. We will program this by looking for
the colors the boat touches – green or yellow. We will also learn how to draw a background.

Step 1:
To draw the background, first click the Stage button in the Sprites Pane. Next, click the
Backdrops tab at the top of the screen in the middle.

Step 2:
Choose a green color and draw an outline for your island with the Brush tool.
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Choose the Fill tool, then click the center of your island to color it in.

Choose a blue color and click outside the island to fill in the sea.

Step 3:
Use the Ellipse tool to draw large gold coins along the shore. Make sure the coins jut out into
the sea.
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If you want to add a title, use the Text tool.

Step 4:
Delete the cat sprite by Right-click the cat sprite and click Delete.

Step 5:
Create a pirate ship by clicking the Choose sprite from library button.
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Step 6:
Click the Shrink button (at the top of the Scratch screen in the Menu Bar). Then click the boat
on the Stage several times to make it smaller.

Step 7:
Drag the following code blocks onto the Scripts Area. The Touching color? Block is in the
Sensing group. You will need to drop it in the hole in the If block. The Say for 2 secs block is in
the Looks group.

Test out your game by clicking the green flag. Each time you play, you’ll need to drag your
pirate ship back into the blue sea to start.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch02)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson02-1
[5 marks]
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Challenges (Level 2)


The Sailboat starts at a fixed position.



Add other pirate ship as an obstacle such that the Sailboat will return to the original
position when the pirate ship crash with the Sailboat.



The pirate ship will move to and fro.



Animate the Sailboat.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch02)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson02-2

[4 marks]
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LESSON 3

CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

In this fun maze game, we are going to move the sprite around by using “key press events.”
When the Up arrow key is pressed, the sprite will move up. To stop the sprite when it hits a
wall, we will test for the color it is touching.

Step 1:
Start a new scratch file. Click the Shrink button at the top of the screen, then click the cat on
the Stage several times to make it smaller.

Step 2:
To draw the background, first click the Stage button in the Sprites Pane.

Next click the Backdrops tab at the top of the screen in the middle.
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Step 3:
Choose the Rectangle tool. At the bottom of the screen, click the shaded rectangle so your
rectangles will be colored in.

Step 4:
Start making your maze by dragging out rectangles. If you make a mistake, use the Eraser or
click Undo.
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Step 5:
To add code to the cat sprite, click on Sprite1 in the Sprites Pane. Next click the Scripts tab.

Now drag in the following code. The When key pressed blocks are in the Events group.

Step 6:
Click the green flag to test your code so far. The cat should move around when you press the
arrow keys – but at this stage it can walk through walls!

Step 7:
To stop the cat when it hits a wall, drag in the following code.
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Step 8:
Click the green flag to test your game!

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch03)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson03-1

[5 marks]
Challenges (Level 2)


Add a teleport.



Add other obstacle such that the cat will return to the original position when the cat
touch with the obstacle.



The obstacle will move.



Add a short key to swap the maze.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch03)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson03-2
[4 marks]
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LESSON 4

Warm up exercise

In this game, the cat sprite has to cross the road while avoiding the speeding cars. We are
going to animate the cat as it walks to bring it to life. We will use a special method called
broadcasting to send a message from the car to the cat.

Step 1:
Start a new scratch file, rename the sprite to “Cat”.

To draw the background, click the Stage button in the Sprites Pane.
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Next click the Backdrops tab at the top of the screen in the middle.

Step 2:
Choose the Rectangle tool. At the bottom of the screen, click the shaded rectangle so your
rectangles are colored in. Draw dark-gray, light, and white rectangles:

Pavement

The road

Some grass

Road markings

Step 3:
Click the cat sprite in the Sprites Pane, then the Scripts tab. Add this code:
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Step 4:
Choose a car sprite by clicking the Choose sprite from library button. Scroll down, then click
the Convertible3 icon. Click OK. On the Stage, drag the car so it is near the top of the screen,
away from the cat.

Step 5:
To make the car move, drag in this code. The Broadcast block is in the Events group. Set its
drop-down menu to New message, then type in Hit.
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Step 6:
Click the cat sprite icon and add two groups of code:

Step 7:
To stop the car from driving upside-down, click the blue I at the top of the car sprite button.
Set the Rotation style to left-right. Do the same for the cat.
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Step 8:
Finally, make another car. Right-click the car sprite, then click Duplicate. Drag the new car onto
the other side of the road.

CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

This driving game is simple to code and lots of fun to play! Instead of using four keys to move
in four different directions, the Left and Right arrow keys are used to rotate the car left or
right. The space bar is used to move it forward in a loop. If the car sprite senses it is touching
green, it stops.

Step 1:
Start a new Scratch file. Delete the cat sprite first:

Right-click the Sprite1 button with the right mouse button. Click Delete.

Step 2:
Draw your car by clicking the Paint new sprite button.

Choose the Rectangle tool. At the buttom of the screen, click the shaded rectangle.
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Choose red.

Step 3:
Draw red and gray rectangles. Use very large rectangles that almost fill the Drawing Area. We
will shrink the car later on.

Step 4:
Choose the Line tool. Use thick lines.

Step 5:
Click the Scripts tab. Then add the code below to the car sprite.
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If your car doesn’t start on the track, adjust the position your car moves to when the green
flag is clicked. To set your coordinates quickly, put the mouse pointer somewhere on the track.
See the x and y coordinates for this spot show up at the bottom of the State. Type these
coordinates into your “Go to x and y” block.

Step 6:
Click the green flag to test your code so far. The car should shrink, then turn left and right
when you press the arrow keys – but it won’t move yet.

Step 7:
Click the Stage button in the Sprites Pane. Then click the Backdrops tab. Under the Rectangle
tool to draw your own simple race track:

Step 8:
Click the car in the Sprites Pane, then the Scripts tab. Add this code to the car:
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Step 9:
Click the green flag to test your game. If the car doesn’t move when you press the space bar,
drag it so it is fully on the gray track and not touching the grass.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch04)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson04-1

[5 marks]
Challenges (Level 2)


Add a button that acts as a brake to stop the car when you press it.



Add a small patch of oil to the track. Add a loop that runs forever and checks to see if
the car has touched the color of the oil. How can you make the car skid when it hits this
color?



Add a go faster key so the car will run faster when you press.



Add a second car with different color to make it a two-player game. Choose different
keys to control the second car.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch04)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson04-2
[4 marks]
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LESSON 5

Algorithm is a step-by-step procedure for solving a problem. To represent an algorithm, we
may use flowchart.

To draw a square (side = 50 steps) in Scratch, we may use the following flowchart:

Start

Pen down
Move 50 steps

Rotate 90 degrees
Move 50 steps
Rotate 90 degrees
Move 50 steps
Rotate 90 degrees
Move 50 steps
Rotate 90 degrees

End
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Alternatively, we may use the repeat loop to simplify the program. In the flowchart, i is a
counter to check whether the program should exit the loop or not.

Start

Pen down

i1

Yes
i >= 4?
No
Move 50 steps
Rotate 90 degrees
ii+1

End

CLASSWORK
Create a flowchart that will draw a triangle in Scratch.

Questions to think:
1. How many times to repeat?
2. How many degrees to rotate?
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Flowchart (Draw a triangle)
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LESSON 6

CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

This game is similar to one of the first ever computer games, called Pong. It’s a two-player
game. One player controls the read bat with the mouse, and the other player controls the blue
bat with the arrow keys on the keyboard. Players score points by getting the ball past their
opponent.

Step 1:
Start a new Scratch file. Delete the cat sprite first:

Right-click the Sprite1 button with the right mouse button. Click Delete.

Step 2:
Click the Backdrops. Using the Fill tool, make a background.
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Step 3:
Click the Choose sprite from library button. Scroll down, then click the Ball icon. Click OK.

Step 4:
Create the red bat. Click the Paint new sprite button. Choose the Rectangle tool. In the center
of the Drawing Area, draw a tall, solid red rectangle about half the height of the Drawing Area.
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Step 5:
Make the blue bat the same size by duplicating the red paddle. Right-click the red bat in the
Sprites Pane and click Duplicate.

Step 6:
Click the new sprite and then the Costumes tab. Fill it with blue.

Step 7:
To make things clearer, give Sprite1 a new name: Red. Click Sprite1 in the Sprites Pane, then
click the i circle.

Step 8:
Click the Red sprite in the Sprites Pane. Add this code:
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Step 9:
Then add this code to the Blue bat:

Step 10:
Click the Ball sprite in the Sprites Pane. In the Data group, create two variables: Red (for the
red score) and Blue (for the blue score). Then drag over this code:
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Step 11:
Now click the green flag to test your code. If it works, get a friend to play with you!

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch06)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson06-1

[5 marks]

Challenges (Level 2)


Make the game start with the ball pointing toward the right (blue) bat rather than
toward the left.



Make the ball move in a random direction when the game starts.



Make one more ball in the game.



The ball will move faster and faster each time it hits the bat.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch06)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson06-2
[4 marks]
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LESSON 7

Warm up exercise

You have probably come across this type of game quite often. The player has to catch the
falling donuts. Each caught donut is worth one point – we will store the points in a score
variable. We will also use a timer so the player has thirty seconds to catch as many donuts as
they can. The time limit will make people eager to play again and beat their best score.

Step 1:
Start a new Scratch file. Delete the cat sprite first:

Right-click the Sprite1 button with the right mouse button. Click Delete.

Step 2:
Choose a donut sprite by clicking the Choose sprite from library button.
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Step 3:
Create a variable and call it Score.

Step 4:
Drag the following code blocks onto the Scripts Area. The Pick random block is in the
Operators group (along with the other green blocks). Make sure you drop it in the x coordinate
hole.

Step 5:
Click the green flag to test your code. The donuts should fall from random positions. But we
need to make the score go up if we click on a donut. Click Scripts then drag these blocks to the
Scripts Area:
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CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

In this game, you get to fly a biplane. The plane is controlled by rotating it, in a similar way to
the car in Drive Me Crazy. Every time the plane flies through a cloud, the score goes up by one
point. But to make the game harder, as the score goes up, the plane gets faster and faster.
We will use animation to make the propeller turn.

Step 1:
Start a new Scratch file. Delete the cat sprite first:

Right-click the Sprite1 button with the right mouse button. Click Delete.
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Step 2:
Click Backdrops and draw the sky and ground using the Rectangle tool.

Step 3:

Start the plane by clicking the Paint new sprite button. Choose the Rectangle tool.
At the bottom of the screen, click the shaded rectangle. Click red.
Draw six red rectangles. Make the first one 3/4 of the width of the Drawing Area:
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Step 4:
Click the Ellipse tool. Draw half a propeller and the wheel.

Step 5:
Next, we will create another costume for the biplane to make it look as if the propeller is
rotating.

Step 6:
Drag the following code blocks to the Scripts Area. You will need to create a variable called
Score in the Data group.
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Step 7:
Add these two groups of blocks to make the plane rotate left or right when the arrow keys are
pressed:

Step 8:
Click Paint new sprite and draw a big cloud, taking up most of the Drawing Area.

Step 9:
Click the Scripts tab. Add this code to the cloud sprite.
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Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch07)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson07-1

[5 marks]
Challenges (Level 2)


Add a timer to your game.



Add an animation to your cloud, so it appears to shrink and grow.



Change the scoring system to make the score go up by 10 points every time you hit a
cloud.



Add trees and buildings to the background to make your game look more exciting.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch07)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson07-2
[4 marks]
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LESSON 8

Warm up exercise

For this game, we will be cloning cats – mice beware! Each cat clone is going to appear in a
random location and move at a random speed. Of course, the objective of the game is for the
mouse to escape the cats!

Step 1:
Start a new Scratch file. Delete the cat sprite first:

Right-click the Sprite1 button with the right mouse button. Click Delete. Click Choose sprite
form library and choose Cat2. Click OK. Your Sprites Pane should look like this:
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Step 2:
Now we need to clone the cat. Drag this code to the Script Area:

Step 3:
Click the green flag to test your code. You won’t see all the cats as they will be piled on top of
each other! Drag away the top cat – you will find the others underneath.

Step 4:
Next we need to move the cats to random positions and make them move. In the Data group,
create a variable called Speed. Make sure you click For this sprite only.

Then build this code:
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Step 5:
Add another sprite from Library: Mouse1. Your Sprites Pane should look like this:

Step 6:
The mouse sprite needs to move up and down when the arrow keys on the keyboard are
pressed. If a cat catches the mouse, we need the game to end. Drag in this code:
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CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

We are going to use cloning to make lots of pizza sprites fall from a building. Our cat sprite has
to catch them! We will give our cat three chances (or three “lives”) to catch pizzas. When our
cat has lost all three lives, the game is over. We will store this information in a variable called
Lives.

Step 1:
Click the Stage icon. Click Backdrops. Click Choose backdrop from library. Choose brick wall1.
Then click OK.
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Step 2:
Create the pizza sprite by clicking the Paint new sprite button. Choose the Ellipse tool. Click
the solid ellipse. Pick a color for dough.

Step 3:
Click the Scripts tab and add this code to the pizza:

Step 4:
In the Data group, make three variables: Lives, Score and Speed. For Lives and Score, click For
all sprites. For Speed, click For this sprite only so each pizza has its own speed variable.
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Step 5:
Now add this code to make the newly cloned pizzas move down the screen:

Step 6:
Click the cat sprite, then add this code:

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch08)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson08-1
[5 marks]
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Challenges (Level 2)


Add a timer to your game.



Add an animation to the pizza so it appears to shake when it falls.



Add a bonus falling object, say, it adds 2 scores.



Add another bonus falling object to add Live.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch08)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson08-2
[4 marks]
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LESSON 9

CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

In this space game, we will make two sets of clones. Our spaceship has to avoid the cloned
rocks that are hurting toward it. Luckily, we have a laser blaster to fire at the rocks. Each time
we fire the laser, a clone of the laser is created. If a laser clone hits a rock, we get 100 points.
But if a rock hits the spaceship, the game is over.

Step 1:
Click the Stage icon. Click Backdrops. Click Choose backdrop from library. Choose Stars then
click OK.

Step 2:
Delete the cat sprite, then add a new sprite from the library called Spaceship. Click the i button
on the new spaceship icon in the Sprites Pane. Rotate the spaceship by dragging the direction
handle around to 180 degrees.
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Step 3:
Add two new sprites from the library. First, choose the one called Rocks. Add a final sprite
from the library, called Button2. This will be the laser.

Step 4:
Click the Scripts tab and drag this code onto Buttons:

Step 5:
Click on the Spaceship icon in the Sprites Pane. In the Data group, create a variable called
Score. Drag this code over to the Scripts Area:
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Step 6:
Click on the Rocks icon in the Sprites Pane. In the Data group, create another variable, called
Speed – click For this sprite only so each rock has its own Speed variable.

Create this code for the Rocks sprite:

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch09)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson09-1

[5 marks]
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Challenges (Level 2)


Add more rocks to the game.



The rocks have random different sizes.



Make the rocks move faster as the score goes up.



Add a timer that shows how long the spaceship has survived before being hit by a rock.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch09)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson09-2
[4 marks]
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LESSON 10

CLASSWORK (LEVEL 1)

The objective of this game is for our penguin to jump onto an iceberg without landing in the
water. The player chooses how fast and in what direction the penguin jumps by moving the
purple arrow and then clicking the mouse. There is some math involved in the moving the
penguin, so we’ll use functions to define how the penguin will start and how it will jump. This
makes the code simpler to read and adapt.

Step 1:
To draw the background, click the Stage icon in the Sprites Pane. Click the Backdrops tab.
Choose the Fill tool. Pick light blue. Choose Gradient fill and fill in the background. Now choose
the shaded Rectangle tool. Draw a blue box for the sea and a white one for the land.

Step 2:
Delete the cat sprite. Choose Penguin1 from the Sprite Library. Click Scripts. Create six
variables: Score, Lives, Vspeed, Hspeed, Vgap and Hgap.
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Now we are going to create our first function, which we will call MovePenguinToStart. Add
the following code to the penguin:

Step 3:
Now we will create our second function, MovePenguin, which defines how the penguin jumps.
Add the following code to the penguin:
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Step 4:
Create the iceberg sprite by clicking Paint new sprite. Choose white. Select the Rectangle tool
and set it to draw solid shapes.

Step 5:
Name your iceberg sprite by clicking the blue i on its icon in the Sprites Pane.

Step 6:
Choose the Arrow1 sprite from the library. Click Scripts and add the following code to it:
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Step 7:
Add this code to the Iceberg sprite:

Step 8:
Click on the Penguin1 icon in the Sprites Pane and add this code to it:
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Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch10)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson10-1

[5 marks]

Challenges (Level 2)


Add instructions that will appear at the start of the game.



Add background music.



Add sound effects.



Add vertical bar to display the Vspeed while horizontal bar to display the Hspeed.

Upload and Share your file to submit (Studio: Scratch10)
Name of the project: AABB-[lessonXX]-[level]
(AA – class, BB- class number, XX – lesson number)
Example: 1A01-lesson10-2
[4 marks]
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